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Abstract 

Atomistic modeling methods were employed to investigate the effects of impurity elements on the metallurgy, 
irradiation embrittlement, and environmentally assisted cracking of nickel-base alloys exposed to nuclear 
environments. Calculations were performed via ab initio atomistic modeling methods to ensure the accuracy and 
reliability of the results. A Griffith-type fracture criterion was used to quantitatively assess the effect of elements or 
element pairs on the grain boundary cohesive strength. In order of most embrittling to most strengthening, the 
elements are ranked as: He, Li, S, H, C, Zr, P, Fe, Mn, Nb, Cr, and l3. Helium is strongly embrillling (-2.04 
eV/atom lowering of the Griffith energy), phosphorus has little effect on the grain boundary (0.1 eV/atom), and 
boron offers appreciable strengthening (1.03 eVlatom increase in the Griflith energy). Calculations for pairs of 
elements (H-Li, H-B, H-C, €4-P, and H-S) show little interaction on the grain boundary cohesive energy, so that for 
the conditions studied, linear superposition of elemental effects is a good approximation. These calculations heip 
explain metallurgical effects (e.g. why boron can strengthen grain boundaries), inahation embrittlement (e.g. how 
boron transmutation results in grain boundary embrittlement), as well as how grain boundary impurity elements can 
afFect environmentally assisted cracking ( i e .  low temperature crack propagation and stress corrosion cracking) of 
nickel-base alloys. 

Background 
Continued advances in computing power have made increasingly complex ab initio atomistic calculations of 
structural materials viable. While empirical potential methods (e.g. embedded atom methods) have been used in 
Materials Science for some time [16], more computationally intensive ab initio methods have had limited 
application [7-101. However, relative to empirical methods, ab initio calculations offer higher predictive power and 
provide more detailed quantitative information on physical and elemonic structures. As summarized in Figure 1, 
information that can be calculated via ab initio calculations includes thermodynamic, structural, mechanical, 
electronic, chemical, and kinetic properties of material. Much of the information that ab inifio methods can provide 
is di&nrlt to determine experimentally. 
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Figure 1. illustration of the information that ab initio methuds can provide to Materials Science, 
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Results 
The equilibrium positions of the interstitial impurities, substitutional impurities, and impurity pairs and the two 
planes adjacent to the grain boundary are shown in Figure 3. Both a top view and a cross sectional view are shown. 
For clarity, the nickel atoms below the grain boun&uy are colored green while the nickel atoms above the @ 
boundary are colored red. Hydrogen, boron, and carbon are interstitial impurities, while helium, phosphorus, sulfur, 
chromium, iron, maganese (not shown) and niobium (not shown) are substitutional impurities. 

The theoretical fracture energies of nickel along a {OOlj-type plane and along a (001) C5-twist grain boundary are 
given in Table I. As expected, fracture along the grain boundary takes less energy than in the single crystal. Table I 
also summarizes the effects of impurity atoms on the energy to cleave the gain boundary, the grain boundary 
energy, and the surface energy. The results of the calculations are also presented in Figures 4 and 5.  Figure 4 
compares the tendency of the impurity element to segregate to the bulk, the h e  surface, or to the nickel (001) C5 
twist grain boundary while Figure 5 summarizes the effect of the impurity elements on the grain boundnry friicture 
energy. 

A Check on the Calculations 
In order to check the reasonableness of the calculations, Equation (2) can be used to estimate the theoretical fracture 
stress of the nickel. Rearranging Equation (2) to solve for the fracture stress, 6, yields Equation (3): 

(3) 

The value for k ikom the atomistic calculations [pure nickel {OOl] plane] is 4.37 J/m2, E is =2.O0x1O1‘ Pa, and a = 
2 .76~10~’~  m yields a theoretical fractures stress, CT, of3 .2~10’~  Pa. The ratio of the theoretical fracture stress to the 
modulus is -E/6 which is in good agreement with other estimates of theoretical strengths of metals [26]. 

Discussion 
Efect of Single ImpuriQ Atoms 
In order of most embrittling to most strengthening, the impurity elements are ranked as; He, Li, S, H, C, P, Fe, Mn, 
Nb, Cr, and B as shown in Figure 5 .  Helium is strongly embritthg (1.07 J/mz lowering of the Griffith energy) 
while phosphorus has little effect on the. gram boundary (-0.05 J/m2) and boron offers appreciable strengthening (- 
0.54 J/m2 increase in the Griffith energy). These findings are consistent with experimental observations (e.g. He, S, 
and H are known embrittling agents and boron is a known strengthener in nickel-base alloys). 

Comparison of the present work with previous atomistic calculations of impurity atoms in nickel is given in Table 11. 
There is general agreement between the results with the exception of the results for phosphorus. The work of Geng 
et al., suggests phosphorus is strongly embrittling in a nickel C5 tilt grain boundary, [SI, in contrast to the present 
work which indicates phosphorus to be weakly strengthening (or neutral) to the grain boundary. While the 
difference may be due to the Merent grain boundary structure (e.g. the presence of kink sites in the tilt boundary), 
there are two notable studies that support a weak effect of phosphorus on grain boundary strength: (1) the early work 
of Briant and Mesrner suggests that the nickel-phosphorus bond is more homopolar than the iron-phosphorus bond 
and hence, phosphorus should be much less embrittling to nickel than to iron [22], and (2) the experimental data of 
Bruemmer et a]., which inhcate that phosphorus alone has little effect on the ductility of nickel but phosphorus + 
hydrogen is embrittling [14]. As shown in Figure 5 and discussed below, the P+H impurity pair is embrittling. 

Eflect ofMuitiple Impurity Atoms 
Calculations for pairs of elements show essentially no strong attraction between H and S, P, B, and C atoms in bulk, 
grain boundary, and surface environments as summarized in Table III. Since there is little interaction for the 
concentration studied, hear superposition of elernenEd effects is a good approximation for the element pairs studied 
in the concentration investigated (Le. one atom pair for the grain boundary). Tlus approach can be used to help 
rationalize the combined effect of impurity elements on the resistance of an alloy to intergranular Eracture. 

The calculations are consistent with experimental work that shows sulfur and hydrogen atoms embrittle nickel pain 
boundaries but that phosphorus alone has little effect on intergranular fracture [16, 17, 271. However, when 
hydrogen and phosphorus are both present, embrittlement of nickel [27] and nickel based alloys [15, 19, 201 has 
been observed experimentally. An important aspect to consider when assessing the influence of an impurity atom 
on hydrogen embrittlement is not just its intrinsic effect on grain bounda~~ st~ength, but the possibility of its effect 
on hydrogen uptake. Experimental results indicate that phosphorus can poison the hydrogen recombination reaction 
{ .Nods +Ha& + N, (9) } and promote hydrogen entry and embrittlernent 114, 15, 19,20,28]. These experimental 





Table I. Summary of the Efect of &lectedImpuri& Atoms on The Calculafed Energies for Clecrvuge, the Grain 
Boundary, Surface, and the Change in Grrsth Fracture Energy. 
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0.36 
1.54 
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Ni along c5 1 6.51/6.35 (001) twist grain 
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boundary 
Impurity Element 
at E5 (001j twist (eV/atom) 
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He 4.47 
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~ . ~~ 

1.03 99 0.37 0.19 
1.10 106 0.08 0.04 
0.91 88 4.10 -0.05 
-0.42 -41 -0.17 -0.09 
-0.39 -38 -0.20 -0.10 

~+ 
6.14 

Zr 
P 
Fe 
Mn 
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Cr 
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Impurity Element 
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~ a i r a t ~ 5 { 0 0 1 )  I (  eV 
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114.8 

boundary 
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2.37 228.7 0.83 0.43 
1.63 157.3 0.77 0.40 
1.57 151.5 0.38 0.20 H+P 

H+B 

Impurity Element 
Hydrogen Phosphorus Sulfur Boron 
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3.07 0.14 

(kTlmol) (evlatom) (kJ/mol) (eV/atom) (Jim') 3 
Wmol)  eV/atom) (IcJlrnol) (eV/atom) (J/m2) I l l  I 

0.58 0.42 0.22 

47 1 0.03 I 3.0 I -0.46 1 -0.24 

. .~ ~ 

181.4 I 1.27 1 122.5 I -0.61 I -0.32 

Italics indicate that magnetic effects were included in the calculation 

Table If. Comparison of the RemIts of the Present Work with the Calculations of Genn et al., on a Nick1 23-tilt 
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Irradiation Embritdement 
In contrast to its beneficial metallurgical effect in most environments, when irradiated, the transmutation of boron 

B(n,a)'Li (Equation 4 )  is known to produce embrittlement in stainless steels and in nickel based alloys [18,27]. 10 

' t B  + i n  -+ iLi -I ;He (4) 
However, the mechanism of embrittlement is poorly understood. If given pod-irradiation heat treatments at high 
temperature (-1500°F/1 hr) grain boundary, He-rich bubbles have been observed [18] but embrittlement is not due 
to bubble formation since it occurs we11 before helium bubbles are observed experimentalIy [18, 271. Atomistic 
modeling helps us postulate an embrittlement scenario that does not depend on helium-rich, gram boundary bubble 
formation. 

The first consideration is that the loss of boron, in itself, reduces grain boundary strength. Addtionally, as shown by 
the modeling, He and Li are strongly embritthg to the nickel grain boundary. Since boron is likely present at the 
grain boundary initially, and the particles emitted by the transmutation are relatively energetic, helium and lithium 
may be injected some distance away from the grain boundary. The a particle emitted from the boron decay (1472 
keV) (301 has been estimated to be injected up to -3 pn from the grain boundary 1271, while fithim is estimated to 
be with -1 pm of the grain boundary. 

If helium and lithium are ejected away from the grain boundary, the second step in embrittlement occurs as they 

lower the energy of the system by migrating to the grain boundary (or free surface) from the bulk grain. The 
kinetics of He and Li collection at the grain boundary are poorly understood, so the relative contribution of this 
embrittlement is difficult to assess. However, the lithium (-0.85 MeV) is not as energetic as the helium (-1.49 
MeV), and the Li is ejected on the order of -1 p n  compared to -3 pm for the helium. If the kinetics of helium and 
lithium diffusion are similar, then Li, not He, may play a greater role in grain boundary embrittlement. However, it 
should be emphasized that the kinetics of helium and lithium transport in an imdiated materid are poorly 
understood. 

collect at the grain boundary over time. As shown by the atomistic modeling (Figure 4), helium and lithium can - 

If the transport of helium and lithium is sirmlar to nickel selfdiffusion, then at intermediate tempexatures (500- 
700T) the time required for appreciable drffusion (-1 pm) are unrealistically long. In contrast, at 1500T, simple 
diffusion can support transport over micron-scale &stances, which is cumistent with the observation of grain 
boundary, helium-rich bubbles [18]. Alternately, simple diffusion may not apply to an irradiated material, where 
vacancy damage may facilitate transport kinetics. Although the kinetics of helium and litluum collection at a grain 
boundary are poorly understood, the key point is that grain boundary bubble formation is not required to produce 
embrittlement, helium and lithium atoms are intrinsically embrittling and after transmutation, lithium atoms are, on 
average, closer to the grain boundary than helium atoms. Possible steps in the embrittlement process are shown 
schematicalty in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Schematic iI/ustrdion of boron transmutation process showing helium and lithium i&ction into the 
bulkgrain and their transport back to the grain bounday. The loss of boron atoms, and the presence of helium 
and lithium atom ail act to weaken the nickel grain boundary. 
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Conclusions 
9 

9 

In order of decreasing strength: He, S, H, and C embrittle Ni C5 (001 ] twist grain boundaries 
Zirconium and phosphorus have little effect on grain boundary cohesion. However, the weak bindmg between 
hydrogen and phosphorus on the nickel surface is consistent with phosphorus acting as a hydrogen 
recombination poison. 
In order of increasing strength: Fe, MD, Nb, Cr, and B would strengthen Ni E5 (001) twist grain boundaries if 
present, but note that calculations show Fe, Mn and Cr prefer the bulk rather than the grain boundary. The 
ability of boron 2p electrons to hybridize with nickel 3d electrons helps explain its known effect as a gmh 
boundary strengthener. 
For the concentration investigated, linear superposition of the effect of single elements is a good approximation 
for the pairs of elements investigated (H-S, H-C, H-P, and €3-B). 
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